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Introduction
This document lists theMetasys® system features and enhancements introduced at Release 7.0. For more information,
refer to the Metasys system technical documentation and to the Metasys software help systems.

Metasys User Interface
Metasys® Release 7.0 marked the first release in a series of enhancements that consolidates existing Metasys user
interface products into a single, dramatically improved experience that is accessible from most devices (smart
phones, tablets, or computers). The System Configuration Tool (SCT) has also been enhanced to support this
powerful new user interface.

Metasys UI Release 1.5.1 is the second release in the series of enhancements to the new user interface. The Alarm
Announcement feature adds alarm notifications, so you can quickly identify and diagnose equipment problems. This
feature also allows you to acknowledge or discard multiple alarms for a point at once. This release adds support for
the ADS-Lite and for international languages.

Table 1: Features and Benefits of Metasys User Interface
BenefitFeature
The new alarm announcement functionality displays new and high priority alarms and logically
groups alarms from the same item to enable quick identification of items that are moving in
and out of alarm. Users can maintain situational awareness within all buildings, even from
mobile devices.

Alarm announcement

In Metasys UI Release 1.5.1, you can install a non-English version of the Metasys UI. This
release supports 14 languages, the same languages as the Application and Data
Server/Extended Application and Data Server.

International user interface

Metasys UI Release 1.5.1 supports installation on region-specific ADS-Lite models.Support for ADS-Lite

The Metasys UI has been designed to enable its users to access Metasys from wherever
they are, instead of from fixed workstations. All interactions are touch-friendly and all screens
are mobile-optimized, enabling users to respond to issues more productively while on the
go.

Users can access the Metasys UI from most types of client devices with any screen size
(including smart phones, tablets, and computers). No software needs to be loaded on the
client device—Java®, Microsoft® Silverlight®, and Adobe® Flash® are not required, and
no software needs to be downloaded from an online app store.

Completely device-agnostic
access from smart phones,
tablets, and computers

TheMetasys UI provides a simple location-based navigation approach to finding information,
including the ability to search for any location by name and to bookmark a location in the
browser. The result is an extremely powerful way for users to quickly get anywhere they
need to go.

Navigation by customer-specific
location and spaces

Within a single view, the Metasys UI displays information from all equipment that serves a
given space (such as VAVs, AHUs, and central plants). This information is readily available
for every space shown in the Metasys UI, without requiring the creation of many custom
graphics. This intuitive and easy-to-learn experience helps reduce overall investment in
training.

Intuitive display of equipment
serving a space

All data is organized into a dashboard format, allowing users to see the big picture and
understand the complete story of what's happening within a space or equipment.

Dashboard summaries for
spaces and equipment

The Equipment Summary view provides a simple view into all equipment serving a space,
which allows users to see the data and make better comparisons at the floor, building, or
enterprise levels.

Easilymake comparisons across
like equipment

The Potential Problem Areas view provides a single interactive report to see all items in
alarm, warning, overridden, out of service and offline within a space. This report also allows
users to view only the data that is important to them. Use as a daily Punch List to manage
buildings more efficiently.

Clear indication of potential
problem areas occurring within
a space
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Table 1: Features and Benefits of Metasys User Interface
BenefitFeature
The Equipment Activity view allows users to easily see and understand the correlation
between alarms and audits in the system. In a single view, customers can get answers to
common questions, including: What happened to my chiller over the weekend? What user
changes were made in this time frame and who made them?

Combined display of alarms on
equipment and user changes

The Trend view allows users to use historical trend data to quickly analyze any equipment
situation for faster resolution of problems.

Fully customizable historical
trend charts

Users can easily set time limits on user overrides to ensure the system reverts an item back
to its previous value, which can help reduce energy costs. Also, the Metasys system allows
greater flexibility to control which users can take an item out of service.

Temporary overrides and out of
service permission changes

The Metasys UI automatically keeps the data from the Metasys system updated on screen
(including mobile devices), so users do not have to worry about stale data.

Automatic refresh of Metasys
data values

The Metasys UI simplifies the routine practice of commanding or changing values, allowing
users to restore order quickly and efficiently while preventing unplanned rework.

Ability to command or change
values

The Metasys UI follows industry best practices for IT security, allowing only existing Metasys
users to log in and perform authorized actions, including support for logging into a specific
Active Directory domain.

IT security

The newMetasys UI is included with any ADS, ADX (unified and split), and ADS Lite software.Available for any ADS, ADX
(unified and split), and ADS Lite

The Metasys UI provides a simple guided tutorial on how a building operator would perform
common tasks, making it easy for users to learn.

Virtual tour

To support the features and benefits of the Metasys UI, a new Facility menu item in SCT
provides a rich configuration environment to create spaces, equipment, and relationships
between the spaces and equipment. These new menu items also take advantage of the
other new general SCT enhancements described in the Configuration and Programming
Productivity Enhancements section.

Configuration of spaces and
equipment within SCT

Configuration and Programming Productivity Enhancements
The new configuration and commissioning features for the Site Management Portal (SMP), the System Configuration
Tool (SCT), and the Controller Configuration Tool (CCT) dramatically improve the efficiency with which users can
create their underlying system-wide logic and commission Network Engines and Field Equipment Controllers.

Table 2: Site Management Portal and System Configuration Tool Enhancements
SMPSCTBenefitsFeatures

XXThe ability to drag and drop between panels in the SMP and SCT UI
is a core addition to the productivity enhancements.

Configuration processes that previously took hundreds of manual
keyboard steps are reduced to fewer than five steps.

Examples include:
• Dragging space configuration data from a spreadsheet into the

new SCT Spaces Tree Editor.
• Dragging a global search result set into a scheduled items list,

an interlock action table list, or a multiple command object table
list.

Drag and Drop Support

XXThe new Tailored Summary Viewer provides a simple way to create
real time table-based views without the need to create and save
dedicated User Views. With these views, users can apply new
summary definitions specific to SCT and quickly view and modify the
configuration values of multiple points.

Tailored Summary Viewer
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Table 2: Site Management Portal and System Configuration Tool Enhancements
SMPSCTBenefitsFeatures

XNewSCT now includes the same global search capability as the SMP UI.
When this search capability is used together with the Drag and Drop
and Tailored Summary Viewer features, large sets of data can be
quickly managed and viewed in just a few steps.

Global Search

XXThe steps necessary to create and edit the action tables in the
Interlock and Multiple Command objects have been reduced from
hundreds to less than 10. The Drag and Drop and Global Search
features underlie the updates made to these objects.

Updated Interlock and Multiple
Command Objects

XLike the new Metasys UI, the SMP UI also allows users to easily set
time limits on user overrides to ensure that the system reverts an item
back to its previous value, which can help reduce energy costs. Also,
the Metasys system allows greater flexibility to control which users
can take an item out of service.

Timed Override and Out-of-Service
Commands

XSCT now allows you to both add andmanage anyMetasys Application
Data Server and Network Engine between Release 5.2 and 7.0. At
Release 6.5, SCT could manage any sites back to Release 5.2, but
it could not add new devices at previous releases.

Full Release Independence

XSMP now allows you to permanently turn off the optional alarm
announcement pop-up window.

User Preference Option for Alarm
Pop-Ups

XXThe setup screen for the Email DDA has been redesigned to provide
a complete view of all destinations in a larger table format, which
allows easy editing and sorting of the destination list.

Reorganized Email DDA Setup
Screen

XSCT includes the key functions of the NAE Information and
Configuration (NIC) Tool. Users no longer need to move between two
different tools to add an engine to a site or to provide the crash files
from engines on a running site.

Integrated NIC Tool Functionswithin
SCT

XXSCT and SMP specific help systems are now available. A dedicated
Help system covers SCT and all the new features and capabilities at
this release. Users no longer need to reference two documents,
Metasys System Help and the old SCT Technical Bulletin, to access
SCT information.

Dedicated Help Systems

Table 3: Controller Configuration Tool and Wireless System Enhancements
BenefitsFeatures
Perspectives allow a User View like capability on top of the existing main CCT view.
Perspective templates provide users focused and simplified views for use during
commissioning and simulation mode sessions.

Perspective Views

The simulation functionality provided at Release 10.0 has been enhanced to minimize
the steps to add and manage break points during a simulation session.

Enhanced Simulation Console

This new view provides a quick way to set up andmanage all the points that are BACnet
exposed in a standard or custom application.

BACnet Exposed View

The steps required to create and update custom logic modules have been dramatically
reduced. Instead of adding logic blocks one at a time inside a module, users can add
and name multiple blocks in one set of steps.

Custom Programming capabilities

The overall performance of the SA Bus can now be monitored during a Commissioning
session.

SA Bus Statistics View

When starting a passthrough commissioning or load session, a site list can bemaintained
and saved in a new table format to quickly start the session instead of always having
to type the IP or Host Name information into the startup screen.

Passthrough Session Management

The VAV Single Duct and AHU based System Selection trees are updated to increase
the breadth of application coverage.

System Selection Tree Updates
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Table 3: Controller Configuration Tool and Wireless System Enhancements
BenefitsFeatures
The rules for upgrading IOMs during a field controller upgrade are integrated into the
Load process. In many cases, the IOMs can be left at an earlier main code release than
the field controller, which reduces the overall download time during an upgrade process.

Rules-Based IOM Download
Management

Real time data refresh rates have been improved up to 25%.Improved Commissioning and
Simulation Data Refresh Rates

The new Wireless Field Bus Router and Coordinator feature a new radio module with
improved performance and more memory that lays the groundwork for future
improvements for our wireless field bus.

Updated Wireless Hardware

Updates to the wireless field bus software will provide more stable wireless networks.
The wireless checkout tool has also been enhanced to improve the initial setup and
troubleshooting of a wireless field bus.

Improved Wireless Reliability

Field Controller Modernization
The Field Controller platforms and CCT have been updated to provide a migration and modernization path for
customers who wish to preserve their investment in previous N2 hardware devices and tool sets.

Table 4: Field Controller Modernization Features and Benefits
BenefitFeature
Using the new CCT Define Hardware view, any Field Controller device can be converted
for use as a N2 replacement device. This eliminates the need to order and maintain separate
devices for any jobsite needs.

One Common MSTP and N2
Based Field Controller Family
Platform

The transition from the existing System Selection and Hardware Definition process to create
N2 based replacements is seamlessly integrated into CCT Release 10.1.

Automated N2 Application and
Point Mapping Capabilities

This controller is well-suited for controlling large or complex mechanical equipment, and its
field-selectable BACnet/N2 protocol makes it well-suited also as a functional replacement
for DX9100 series controllers.

New 26-point, Fully
Programmable FAC3611
Controller

This new Global Sequencer logic block provides application logic coverage to FAC2611,
2612, and 3611 Series controllers, allowing them to be used as functional replacements for
DX9100 series controllers. A new creation and setup wizard for this powerful sequencer
has been added to guide users through all the available options.

Global Sequencer

The option to add a remote field bus to a network engine provides flexibility to the
modernization options available. An existing N2 device can be updated for use on the
existing N2 integration or updated to work on an MS/TP integration through a remote field
bus integration.

Remote Field Bus Capability

New document provides background and guidance to help customers with planning and
implementing site modernization strategies.

Modernization Guide for Legacy
N2 Controllers
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Security Updates
This release includes updates to the user password management process to match the industry standard best
practices.

Available in May 2015, the 7.0.2 security patch is available for the ADS/ADX, network engines, and the Metasys
offline SCT. The 7.0.2 patch addresses several feature fixes and security enhancements.

Table 5: Security Updates Features and Benefits
BenefitFeature
For English-United States (en_us) language set users, a new complex password process has
been integrated to match the industry standard best practices.

New Secure Password
Management Process

The steps to manage the security databases for a site's network engines separately from the
security databases for the site director have been streamlined.

Updated SCT Security Copy
Capability

Updates to the ADS/ADX, network engines, and SCT to improve overall site security levels from
an IT perspective. Refer to Flash Sheet: Metasys® System Patch 7.0.2 (LIT-2015F3) for more
information.

7.0.2 Security Patch

Platform and Upgrade Process Updates
Our customers expect and need their Building Management System (BMS) to function on the computers, servers,
and browsers (clients) that are available in the marketplace. Metasys supports the latest Microsoft® platform offerings
and provides new utilities to manage the upgrade and installation process.

Table 6: Server Platform and Upgrade Process Features and Benefits
BenefitFeature
Allows use of commercial off-the-shelf platforms and provides a lower cost of ownership
to customers.

Support for Microsoft SQL Server®
2014 Standard and Express Editions

For customer sites that do not purchase our turnkey server platforms, a new SQL
Installer Utility is available to aid in installing any supported SQL versions used on the
ADS/ADX. This new tool features an editable setup script window that indicates to IT
departments which SQL Server installation options will be applied to their database
servers.

SQL Installer Utility

A new Metasys Database Manager feature helps users change the computer name
on ADS/ADX platforms and helps users with the rename process of the site's historical
data.

Updated Site Rename Process

ADS/ADX Enhancements
The ADS/ADX has been enhanced to support 100 users as well as to support more powerful and flexible server
communications.

Table 7: ADS/ADX Features and Updates
BenefitFeature
The 100-user option for ADX enables Metasys to support large projects, such as universities,
corporate campuses, and enterprise applications in the same time zone, where a large number
of operators use Metasys. The unified 100-user ADX supports up to 1,000 engines.

New 100-User ADX

An ADX server platform can now be configured to take full advantage of a server platform's
processing power.

Support for Dual Processors

Customer IT organizations that demand a split server configuration can now support the same
number of engines per server as our single server configuration.

The 25-user and 50-user split ADX support up to 1,000 engines. The 100-user split ADX supports
up to 500 engines.

Split ADXModels for Support
for up 1,000 Engines
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New and Revised Documentation
Metasys UI Release 1.5.1 includes multiple documentation updates.

Table 8: Revised Documentation
Overview of UpdateDocument
Updated for Alarm Announcement feature (called Alarm Panel in the Help file).Metasys® UI Help (LIT-12011953)

Updated for installation instructions on an ADS-Lite system.Metasys® UI Installation
Instructions (LIT-12011952)

Added instructions on implementing security certificates on servers hosting the Metasys
UI and clients browsing to the Metasys UI. Additional updates include instructions on
installing antivirus software on servers hosting the Metasys system and clients browsing
to the Metasys system.

Network and IT Guidance for the
BAS Professional Technical
Bulletin (LIT-12011279)

Updated for Metasys Release 7.0 and for applying language packs to the Metasys UI.Language Installation Program
Help (LIT-12011349)

Updated for Metasys Release 7.0 (installation file screens).Language Installation Program
Installation Instructions
(LIT-12011793)

Updated for support of an installation of Metasys UI Release 1.5.1.Application and Data Server
(ADS) Lite-A Product Bulletin
(LIT-12011694) and Application
and Data Server (ADS) Lite-A
Catalog Page (LIT-1900691)

Updated for support of an installation of Metasys UI Release 1.5.1.Application and Data Server
(ADS) Lite-E Product Bulletin
(LIT-12011690) and Application
and Data Server (ADS) Lite-E
Catalog Page (LIT-1900688)

Release 7.0 includes multiple documentation updates.

Table 9: New and Revised Documentation
Overview of UpdateDocument
The Metasys System Help is now divided into two separate help files. These separate files
provide shared system information and individualized mode-dependent information for the
Metasys Site Management Portal (SMP) or System Configuration Tool (SCT). TheMetasys
SMP Help (LIT-1201973) provides information on alarming, commanding, auditing of live
data values, and other online features. The Metasys SCT Help (LIT-12011964) provides
information for offline operations such as managing archives, creating spaces, simulating
systems, and establishing equipment and serving relationships. This help system replaces
the SCT Technical Bulletin (LIT-1201534).

Metasys SMPHelp (LIT-1201793)

Metasys SCT Help (LIT-1201793)

Discontinued and replaced with dedicated Metasys SCT help file.SCT Technical Bulletin
(LIT-1201534)

Reorganized and updated for features of this release.Metasys SystemProduct Bulletin
(LIT-1201526)

New installation instructions for Metasys UI.Metasys UI Installation
Instructions (LIT-12011952)

New help file for Metasys UI.Metasys UI Help (LIT-12011953)

Updated for new N2 compatibility features and all field productivity enhancements at Release
10.1.

Controller Tool Help
(LIT-12011147)

New document to provide background and guidance to help customers with planning and
implementing site modernization strategies.

Modernization Guide for Legacy
N2 Controllers (LIT-12012005)
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Table 9: New and Revised Documentation
Overview of UpdateDocument
Updated for the new SQL Installer Utility and support for SQL Server 2014.ADS, ADX, and SCT Installation

and Upgrade InstructionsWizard
(LIT-12011521)

ADS-Lite and SCT Installation
and Upgrade InstructionsWizard
(LIT-12011688)

Updated to include the process for renaming objects in Metasys databases.Metasys DatabaseManager Help
(LIT-12011202)

Updated for fast persistence and N2 compatibility.FAC3611 Advanced Application
Field Equipment Controller
Installation Instructions (Part No.
24-10143-470)

Building Efficiency
507 E. Michigan Street, Milwaukee, WI 53202

Metasys® and Johnson Controls® are registered trademarks of Johnson Controls, Inc.
All other marks herein are the marks of their respective owners.© 2015 Johnson Controls, Inc.

www.johnsoncontrols.comPublished in U.S.A.
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